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ABOUT THIS GUIDE

The instructions below are about making a crosswalk that looks as legitimate as possible, to create as safe an environment for pedestrians as possible, ensure that the crosswalk lasts as long as possible, and reduce the likelihood that it is removed by local authorities.

This guide also aims to ensure that painting is done while prioritizing the safety of the participants and that of passing drivers and bystanders.
**COST**

Initial cost: $300 ($150 for the stencil, $150 for the remaining items)
Cost per crosswalk: about $50 (for the paint and paint roller cover)

**TIME**

One regular crosswalk (eight bars across) will take 90 minutes to 2 hours, including drying time.

**PERSONNEL**

At least four people, but preferably five or six: two or three to measure, hold the stencil, and paint; and two or three to do traffic control.

**MEASUREMENTS**

These vary but many standard crosswalks are 2 feet x 15 feet, with 3 feet between crosswalk bars.
Due to stencil availability and our capacity as a small team, our crosswalk bars are 2 feet x 7.5 feet.
Shorter crosswalk bars are fine for small streets and require less time and paint. But for a bigger road, you’ll likely want a longer crosswalk bar.
MATERIALS

☐ PAINT
You want a quick-drying white traffic marking latex paint suitable for asphalt; read the paint’s specifications and look for one that dries in 15 minutes; budget 1 to 1 1/2 gallon per eight-bar crosswalk; note that crosswalks may be a different color depending on the location and may require a different paint color, so check the guidelines in your area. For example in Los Angeles, crosswalks near schools are usually yellow.

☐ PAINT CAN OPENER
Should match your paint can size, 1 gallon or 5 gallon.

☐ PAINT TRAY
Should match or exceed your paint roller frame size.

☐ CROSSWALK STENCIL
Buy one from a traffic safety supply store (if you have trouble finding where to purchase one, feel free to message us) or make your own; we do not recommend free-handing if you want your crosswalk to look legitimate.

☐ PAINT ROLLER FRAME
9-inch; you may want a wider roller to match the stencil width but keep in mind that paint roller covers of 12 inches are harder to source; 9-inch rollers and covers are the easiest to find.

☐ PAINT ROLLER COVERS
Same width as your roller frame; you want a minimum 3/4 inch nap, suitable for rough surfaces; 1 inch nap is even better but not always as easy to obtain; buy a bunch of these as the more used they get, the less smooth your paint job and the longer each crosswalk bar will take to paint.
PAINT ROLLER EXTENSION POLE
STOP/SLOW PADDLES FOR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
TRAFFIC CONES, BARRICADES AND CAUTION TAPE
SAFETY VESTS: HIGH-VISIBILITY AND YELLOW
WHITE OR YELLOW HARD HATS
CHALK
STRING
At least as long as the width of the street where you’re painting the crosswalk
SCISSORS
MASKING TAPE
TAPE MEASURE OR WOODEN RULER
GLOVES AND APPROPRIATE CLOTHES AND SHOES
GARBAGE BAGS
PUSH BROOM FOR CLEARING DEBRIS AND LEAVES
SMALL PAINTBRUSH FOR POLISHING CORNERS
WATER, SUNSCREEN, AND SNACKS
Painting a crosswalk is physical work and, if done in sunny weather, can lead to dehydration; bring plenty of water and apply sunscreen
HOW TO SELECT AN INTERSECTION

OTHER THAN ENSURING A NEED FOR A CROSSWALK, THERE ARE SEVERAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN SELECTING AN INTERSECTION FOR YOUR CROSSWALK

1. HOW MUCH TRAFFIC IS GOING THROUGH THE INTERSECTION
   As explained below, traffic control is a major part of the work of painting a crosswalk. If you select an intersection that is too high-traffic or where cars drive fast, you may endanger yourself and others in the vicinity, and attract the attention of authorities. Large or busy intersections may be doable but require more preparation and many more participants for traffic control.

2. HOW WIDE IS THE STREET
   Wide streets require more time and more paint.

3. WHAT IS THE QUALITY OF THE ASPHALT
   Cracked, uneven, or very old asphalt is hard to paint on. It may be doable but would require much more paint (up to double the usual amount) and many more rollers, for a result likely to be suboptimal.

4. ARE THERE STOP SIGNS OR LIMIT LINES
   If there are none, painting a crosswalk could put pedestrians at risk, giving them a false sense of security. Crosswalks are most effective when there is already some level of infrastructure in place.

5. TAKE NOTE OF CURB CUTS *
   Hopefully, they exist and are properly positioned so as to accommodate wheelchair users and strollers. A crosswalk at an intersection without curb cuts is still better than nothing but the ideal scenario is an ADA-compliant curb cut to ensure that the crosswalk is accessible to all.

---

* a small ramp built into the curb of a sidewalk to make it easier for people using strollers or wheelchairs to pass from the sidewalk to the road.
**BEFORE YOU BEGIN**

**OBSERVE AND MEASURE CROSSTRAKES**
...in the target area so yours can match the style in use. Visit the area of the planned crosswalk to assess condition of the asphalt and decide what times have lowest traffic.

**CHECK THE WEATHER**
...and make sure it will not rain or be too windy so that it will be hot enough for the paint to dry quickly. Temperature should be a minimum of 50 degrees and a maximum of 90 degrees. (Read your paint’s specifications for its temperature requirements.)

**WE STRONGLY SUGGEST YOU DO A PRACTICE SESSION IN AN EMPTY LOT TO FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE MATERIALS AND METHOD.**

**NOTES ON INTERACTIONS WITH THE PUBLIC**
More than likely, you will have only positive interactions with members of the community. The vast majority of people are happy to see a crosswalk going in. Be friendly, polite, and respectful.
STEPS TO PAINT THE CROSSWALK

STEP 1: SET UP THE STREET FOR OPTIMAL SAFETY
Block off half the street using traffic cones or barricades and caution tape. You will paint half the crosswalk, let it dry, then reopen that half of the street and block off the next half. At least two people, preferably three, should carefully manage traffic.

![Image 1: Barricaded street](image1.jpg)

STEP 2: SET THE STENCIL
Many streets have what are called stop or limit lines, white painted lines indicating where cars should stop. These serve as helpful guides for lining up your crosswalk stencil. Set your stencil against the line a little way from the curb. Make sure it is straight and hold the corners and sides down using paint cans, other heavy objects, or a participant’s feet. If there are no stop or limit lines, refer to step 9 below and use string instead.

![Image 2: Weighted stencil](image2.jpg)
STEP 3: PAINT

Open, stir, and pour your paint into your paint tray. Put newspaper or cardboard beneath the tray in case of spills. Use your push broom to clear debris if needed. Using your paint roller extension, paint the crosswalk.

(LEFT TO RIGHT)
IMAGE 3
Paint being applied

IMAGE 4
Weighing down stencil

STEP 4: GET CRISP EDGES

Make sure to get into the edges and corners. As you paint edges and corners, ask another participant to step on the stencil as close to the edge as possible to avoid painting under the stencil.

IMAGE 5
Roller extension being used to refine the edge of a bar
STEP 5: MEASURE THE SPACING TO THE NEXT BAR

Without moving the stencil, use a ruler and chalk to measure the location of the next crosswalk bar (if you have enough participants, this can be done while the previous bar is being painted). We measure 15 inches — this starts from the outside of the stencil and goes to where the outside of the stencil will next be placed, giving you about 2.5 feet between crosswalk bars.

(LEFT TO RIGHT)
IMAGE 6
Measurement being made with ruler & chalk

IMAGE 7
Stencil being placed next to chalk marking

STEP 6: MOVE THE STENCIL

Remove the heavy objects holding the stencil. Using two people, lift the stencil from each end and place it in the next spot. (Be careful when moving the stencil and paint cans that you place the cans out of the way to avoid spills.) Replace the heavy objects, making sure the stencil is properly aligned.

IMAGE 8
Two participants begin lifting stencil

IMAGE 9
Stencil being moved for next bar
STEP 7: REPEAT
Paint and repeat until you have half of the street done.

STEP 8: LET THE PAINT DRY
Stop for 15 minutes to let the crosswalk bars fully dry (note: drying time will depend on the type of paint you are using; we recommend the quickest-drying you can find).

IMAGE 10
Still barricaded drying paint

STEP 9: PAINT THE OTHER HALF OF THE STREET
Move your traffic barricades to the other side. The stop line you used as a guide extends only halfway across the street. Use a piece of string to create a temporary line extension; tape it down with masking tape. Continue to measure and place your stencil as before. Paint the remaining bars, then wait 15 minutes for them to dry.

IMAGE 11
String measurement being made

IMAGE 12
Taped-down string

IMAGE 13
Completed second half
STEP 10: PACK UP

While the last bars are drying, pack up all materials, making sure you take any trash with you including the string you taped down. Continue to manage traffic until paint is dry.

The first vehicles that will drive over your new crosswalks will leave visible tire marks. Do not worry! This is normal, even if the paint is fully dry.